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Abstract 

This dissertation research project examines the discursive landscape of state stem 

cell initiatives in order to glean insights into larger social, cultural, and political disputes 

of the late 20
th

 and early 21
st
 centuries as they play out through stem cell research. I argue 

that at this historical moment stem cell research finds itself enmeshed in a contending sea 

of discourses that animates and undergirds the proposals of its most ardent supporters. 

This process engages in a number of controversies with some of the most salient being 

scientific autonomy from the political process, economic renewal harnessed to scientific 

and medical renewal, neoliberal modes of scientific organization, and religious freedom 

and freedom from religion. Stem cells, I argue, are objects not only possessing physical 

malleability, but also come to take on the characteristics of the wants, wishes, hopes, and 

fears of a number of other discourses and debates. Stem cells, as a cultural object, became 

a proxy for much larger cultural and political issues, such as the ever renewed pro-

life/pro-choice debate. As a proxy for outside issues, a kind of symbiotic relationship 

between stem cells, as a cultural object, and the boosters of outside debates occurred. 

That is, stem cells became an almost universally recognizable object through their 

association with larger cultural and political debates, which increased promoters’ political 

clout, and the supporters of outside discourses, such as the pro-life movement, gained 

added exposure and clout of their own. 

These discourses, moreover, are what power actors in the policy process. As 

actors become subject to these contending discourses, they are moved to action in 

particular directions. Actors’ actions cannot be understood outside of the discursive 

background. Using Foucaultian discourse analysis I analyze these discourses and their 

effects on actors and policy processes. I do so in three states chosen for their involvement 

with stem cell research, California, New York, and Missouri. Using the governing 

mentality analytic, I investigate the discursive constraints and enablers which determine 

the political and ethical possibilities of actors within the three states. Through this mode 

of analysis I investigate the discursive enablers of this historical moment, the inception of 

the initiatives and the development of a particular governing mentality, the means by 

which actors further the dominant governing mentality within the initiatives, the 



linguistic and other battles that occur between opponents, and the ways in which stem 

cells served as a site of battle over contending visions of American culture and society.  
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